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Cost of Carb (CO2) on Margin ($ per iae)a @-) ey)

+ Dependir on the carbor
your margins can vary con

our p

siderably as

bon intensity, the impact on

yn below for the oil-refining sector

+ Therefore, accurately measuring, tracking and accounting for your CO2
emissions, etc. is obviously important to

profitability — but how?
roperly manage ur plant's

“in God we trust, all others bring = et of cartonpar

data”— W. Edward Deming i ae es

1 “If you can’t measure it, you can’t
ES improve it” — Peter Drucker

Priceof Carbon

{Tax}

{CO crete. -

poor = or Intensity

[i] J. Mertens, “Assessing Impact of Carbon Pricing on Refinery Profitability”, Petroleum Technology Quarterly, Q2, 2012.
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“All models are w Yolanlcmaatele(cii
All measurements are inaccurate, some are consistent* Corol

* Measurements are always corrupted by random errors (Normally distributed)
and systematic erro g and

attempts to validate measurement *consistency* using
ation of matter

n biases)

+ Data Reconcilia
Ss for material, energy and momentumknown cons¢

1 engineering relationships (flowsheet) to

shlight bad measurements

U 5 optimiz.
find a consi its and canh

lan s, etc.ationships c olume, m nponentThese

— Since carbon tracking involv
nent balances

s liquid and gas streams, accounting will likely
be mass and comp

omir

* “Data Reconciliation is a technique to optimally adjust measured process data so that they are consistent with
known constraints.” Crowe, C.M., Data Reconciliation — Progress and Challenges,J.Proc. Contr., 6, 89-98, (1996),
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Inconsistent measurements result urate accounting / tracking

ion ... Inaccurate accounting / tracking results in poor planning
and ultimately poor business decisions®
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servations and Issues over Past 2

“If you don't eat yer meat, you can’t have any pudding!” (Another Brick in the Wall, Pink Floyd, 1979)

* Assertion Ifyou are notusing statistical data reconciliation and its gross-error
tics, then bad measurements exist (period)

iplaint of plant- ‘wide product
can’t close the daily material balance”

diagno

ountin: that “we+ The most common co

genificant and

imbalances / inconsistencies - because there are too many
many individual material balances havneans

jainabl
gross-errors!

hering requirement is logging time-varying flows such
rary line-ups / movements

+ The most difficult data g

and other tertank traras tan

+ The most difficult modeling requirement is building and maintaining the large
plant-wide flowsheet (i.e.,

* The most difficult management requirement is to understand that failure to close
the material balance means failure to fully manage your business as

effectively as possible

engineering relationships)
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Oil-Refinery Example (Volume Only)

Showed the t worst “(RAW-| dumsa oe tiaate ool metric is

ross-errorswhereasgro ror statistics are 100% accurate!detecting

FOB->FO
SS
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efinery Example (Volume, Mass, Density)

ity measurement for T30(

e of reconciling all three variables toge

Modeling Objects
Perimeters — Supply/Demand Points
 Sources/Sinks

Pools ~ Inventoryor Holdup,

Continuous-Processes - Blenders, Splitters,
Separators, Reactors, Fractionators & Black-
BoxesK

dI
>

O

Portin~ Flows into a Unit (similar to a nozzle).

& S Port-Out= Flows out of a Unit
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Material Flow and Cost Accounting (Mass, Cost)

Reconciles material flows and simu nd largesttaminants a

iencieme nt uncertainti

Material Flow Material Cost Flow—
a]
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Cascading Tank Example (Volume, Property)

Trace qualitiesin all running 3; useful
for composition and property tracking e é cts re blending

= Advanced Property Tracking/Tracing- IMF
eT ‘Simultaneous Matectal and Property Onta Reconciliation and Regression

Al
:dup :

.

_— : 1 2 A pete

i BP

du

"
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Heat Exchanger Network (Flow, Temperature)

Reconcile cold and hot fluid (ener
heat transfer coefficients (U)
temperature, pressure and densit

temperatures including estimating
fouling factors (f) over time using

ected flows

Figure2: Simplified crude unit overview
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aterial Balances du

Page86 Final Report: "The

material balanc
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g Startups /

ffinate Splitter (Isomerization Unit) Incident
unit is a time when material balances sho e

Investigation Report, “Refinery Explosion and Fire”, U.S. Chemical Safety and
Mazard Investigation Board, Report Number: 2005-04-1-TX, March, (2007).

Final Report, “Fatal Accident Investigation Report: Isomerization Unit
Explosion, Texas City, Texas, USA”, December, (2005).



terial Balances during Standbys (“Safe-Park

XOM Torrance FCCU Electrost Precipitator Incident

investigation Report, “ExxonMobil Torrance Refinery Electrostatic
Precipitator Explosion”, U.S. Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation
Board, Report Number: 2015-02.4-CA, May, (2017),
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* Our unique on-line and automated approach (“The How’)

— Step 0: Build process unit-operation flowsheet model(In — Out = 0)

r key process unit tags for steady-state i.c., flows, temperature
concentrations, compositions, etc

— Step2: Include upstream and downstream process unit holdup/ level tags and

fi and drawratesfor these inventory vessels to increase

ware redundanc morephysical measurements)

mn steady-state data reconciliation when proce
minimize apparent gross-errors dueto unaccounted accumulation

ye ort Measurement adjustments andgross-errors as auxiliary diagnostic tags
when abov tical value i.e., 9 nd 99% confidence interval

5: Plot measurement diagnostic tag

Gejedts or outliers (non-random +ve and

temporal redundan¢

y persistent measurement
ations) to increase
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Highl ae)

* Step 1; Steady-State Detection (SSD) Step 2: Fill & Draw Rate Estimation

+ Steps 4 & 5: Reporting and Monitoring FC101 (Raw — Reconciled)

F101 100.1 978 7.78 (82d)

pr202 359 346 5.21 (Bad)

71303 339.2 340.5 2.10 (Good)

Assoe 645 6.67 1.93 (Good)
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and production data for <

. t relic and accurate ye to scre s and product
for statistically significant gross: or defects is iciliation

Not Machine Learning, not Jed Kalman Filtering, not Neural

edin
should be augmented

with on-line data reconciliation to pre-screen for sub-day measurement
@ defects and other process anomalie leaks, mis-logging, lo
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Implementations

* Firstd the PetroCanad

Production Bal

- ell PB w PA 1stalle 300 sites world-wide in many dif

from the
being use iltural industries

proble an extreme number2quested help to solve the
a flows) as most indust do not have ainmeasured variables (non- )

water treatment facilitiesot of mes ements i.e.,Wi

+ Ready to be deplc on-line using simple / connected to any OPC se

&
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Conclusions

° on pricing, cor lies need to start collecting«
duction data and confirm accuracy, cons!

* This will establish a baseline as well de ere additional instrumentat

equiredto increase both the harc e redundancy of the

* This willalso identify existing meas ments W matic erro hich ¢

investigated further i.e., re-calibrate, repair, r et

* In addition, consider a materia accounting ( arciseto quantify
yroduct and by-product of your plantthe economic value of each ¢

including emi effluents
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